ABSTRACT. We investigate the asymptotic properties as t → ∞ of the following differential equation in the Hilbert space H
(S )ẍ(t) + a(t)ẋ(t) + ∇G(x(t)) = 0, t ≥ 0, where the map a : R + → R + is non increasing and the potential G : H → R is of class C 1 . If the coefficient a(t) is constant and positive, we recover the so-called "Heavy Ball with Friction" system. On the other hand, when a(t) = 1/(t + 1) we obtain the trajectories associated to some averaged gradient system. Our analysis is mainly based on the existence of some suitable energy function. When the function G is convex, the condition ∞ 0 a(t) dt = ∞ guarantees that the energy function converges toward its minimum. The more stringent condition ∞ 0 e − t 0 a(s) ds dt < ∞ is necessary to obtain the convergence of the trajectories of (S ) toward some minimum point of G. In the one-dimensional setting, a precise description of the convergence of solutions is given for a general non-convex function G. We show that in this case the set of initial conditions for which solutions converge to a local minimum is open and dense.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper, we study the differential equation (S)ẍ(t) + a(t)ẋ(t) + ∇G(x(t)) = 0, t ≥ 0 in a finite-or infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H, where the map G : H → R is at least of class C 1 and a : R + → R + is a non increasing function. To motivate our study, let us describe four examples and applications which are intimately connected with equation (S).
Averaged gradient system For the potential G, the much studied gradient flow is defined as the solution map y(0) → y(s), s ≥ 0 of the differential equatioṅ y(s) = −g(y(s)) = −∇G(y(s)) .
It is of interest to consider the case whereẏ(s) is proportional, not to the instantaneous value of ∇G(y(s)), but to some average of ∇G(y(τ)), τ ≤ s. The simplest such equation is For more general gradient systems with memory terms involving kernels, we refer for example to [9] . After multiplying equation (1) 4 , z(s) = x(2 √ s). This is the problem (S) with a(t) = 1 t . We note that in the special case where g(ξ) = ξ, (2) is a Bessel equation. All solutions with a finite limit at t = 0 are multiples of
It is well known that J 0 (t) ∼ 2 πt cos t − π 4 and therefore
for some suitable constant C as s, t → ∞. Thus the solution z of the averaged system (1) converges to zero just as the solution y(s) = y(0) e −s of the corresponding gradient system does, but it does so much more slowly (at an algebraic rate), and it oscillates infinitely often. Our work will generalize this simple famous example using several cases for a and G. The case where g(x) = x 3 − x and H = R was discussed in [14] .
Heavy Ball with Friction system A particular attention has been recently devoted to the so-called "Heavy Ball with Friction" system (HBF)ẍ(t) + γẋ(t) + ∇G(x(t)) = 0, where γ > 0 is a positive damping parameter. From a mechanical point of view, the (HBF) system corresponds to the equation describing the motion of a material point subjected to the conservative force −∇G(x) and the viscous friction force −γẋ. The (HBF) system is dissipative and can be studied in the classical framework of the theory of dissipative dynamical systems (cf. Hale [10] , Haraux [11] ). The presence of the inertial termẍ(t) allows to overcome some drawbacks of the steepest descent method. The main interest of the (HBF) system in numerical optimization is that it is not a descent method: it permits to go up and down along the graph of G. The trajectories of (HBF) are known to be convergent toward a critical point of G under various assumptions like convexity, analyticity, ... In the convex setting, the proof of convergence relies on the Opial lemma, see Alvarez [2] , Attouch-Goudou-Redont [5] , while it uses the Lojasiewicz inequality in the case of analytic assumptions, (cf. Haraux-Jendoubi [12] ). In the above (HBF) model, the damping coefficient γ is constant. A natural extension consists in introducing a time-dependent damping coefficient, thus leading to the system (S). In our paper, we will focus on the important case corresponding to a vanishing damping term a(t), i.e. a(t) → 0 as t → ∞. It is clear that the decay properties of the map a play a central role in the asymptotic behavior of (S). In particular, if the quantity a(t) tends to 0 too rapidly as t → ∞, convergence of the trajectory may fail (think about the extreme case of a ≡ 0 for instance). There has been a large amount of work on this problem; see e.g. [15] for a recent overview.
Semilinear Elliptic equations

Stochastic Approximation algorithms
The classical stochastic algorithm introduced by [16] is used in many fields of approximation theory. This method is frequently used to approximate, with a random version of the explicit Euler scheme, the behavior of the ordinary differential equationẋ(t) = −g(x(t)). If we denote (X n ) n∈N the random approximations, (ω n ) n≥1 and (η n ) n≥1 two auxiliary stochastic processes, the recursive approximation is generally written as (3) X 0 ∈ R d X n+1 = X n − ε n+1 g(X n , ω n+1 ) + ε n+1 η n+1 , ∀t ∈ N where the gain of the algorithm ε n is a sequence of positive real numbers and η n is a small residual perturbation which is zero in many cases. Defining by (F n ) n≥1 the set of measurable events at time t = n, solutions of (3) are shown to asymptotically behave like those of the determinist o.d.e.ẋ(t) = −g(x(t)) provided η n = o(ε n ), ∆M n = g(X n ) − g(X n , ω n+1 ) is the increment of a (local) F n -martingale, and the sequence (ε n ) n≥1 satisfies the baseline assumptions:
The assumption on the martingale increment implies that g(X n ) = E g(X n , ω n+1 )|F n . A very common case occurs when (ω n ) n≥1 is a sequence of independent identically distributed variables with distribution µ and g(x, .) is µ-integrable:
This yields the stochastic gradient descent algorithm when g is the gradient operator of a potential G. One recent application [8] applied this stochastic gradient to perform feature selection among a large amount of variables with a simpler Euler scheme X n+1 = X n − ε n g(X n , ω n+1 ). Further developments have shown that in some cases, the random variable g(X n , .) may have a large variance and the stochastic approximation of g(X n ) by g(X n , ω n+1 ) can be numerically improved using the following modified recursive definition:
One can think about (4) as a way to improve the instability of the gradient estimate g(X n ) by an average on the variables {g(X k , ω k+1 ), k ≤ n} whose weights correspond to the ε n . Actually, one can show (see the proof in Appendix A) that the limit o.d.e. is given by an equation of type (S):
for some β ≥ 0. In the particular case β = 0, we obtain the average gradient system equation (1) .
The analysis of the asymptotic behavior of (S) is based on the use of the energy function E defined by E (t) = 1 2 |ẋ(t)| 2 + G(x(t)) for every t ≥ 0. Under convex-like assumptions on G, we prove the convergence of the quantity E (t) toward min G as t → ∞, provided that ∞ 0 a(t) dt = ∞. This condition expresses that the damping coefficient a(t) slowly tends to 0 as t → ∞. Such a condition has already been pointed out for the steepest descent method combined with Tikhonov viscosity-regularization in convex minimization [3] as well as for the stabilization of nonlinear oscillators [4, 7] . When the convex function G has a unique minimum x, condition ∞ 0 a(t) dt = ∞ is sufficient to ensure the convergence of the trajectories of (S) toward x. If the function G has a set of non-isolated equilibria, the more stringent condition ∞ 0 e − t 0 a(s) ds dt < ∞ is necessary to obtain the convergence of the trajectories of (S) toward some minimum point of G. Notice that the previous condition fails if a(t) = 1 t+1 for every t ≥ 0, which shows that the averaged gradient system defined above is divergent when the convex function G has multiple minima. We also have substantial results in the non-convex setting, when the function G has finitely many critical points. Under the slow condition ∞ 0 a(t) dt = ∞, we then prove that the energy function E (t) converges toward a critical value as t → ∞. If moreover there exists c > 0 such that a(t) ≥ c t+1 for every t ≥ 0, we show that a Cesaro average of the solution x converges toward some critical point of G. Finally, in the one-dimensional setting, a precise description of the convergence of solutions is given for a general non-convex function G. We show that in this case the set of initial conditions for which solutions converge to a local minimum is open and dense.
Outline of the paper Our work starts with a global existence result of solutions to (S), based on the use of the Lyapounov function E . Section 3 is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of the energy function E under convex-like hypotheses on G, and provides estimates on the speed of convergence of the quantity E (t) toward inf G as t → ∞. Section 4 explores the convergence of the trajectories of (S) in the general setting of convex functions having multiple minima. In section 5, we study the asymptotic behavior of (S) in the non-convex case when G has finitely many critical points. Finally section 6 is dedicated to the very special one dimensional case. Details for the stochastic gradient descent algorithm are given in appendix A, and some special equations are discussed in appendix B.
GENERAL FACTS
In the entire paper, we will denote by G a C 1 potential map from an Hilbert space H into R for which the gradient g = ∇G is Lipschitz continuous, uniformly on bounded sets. Given a function a : R + → R + , we will consider the following dynamical system
Let us start with a basic result on existence and uniqueness for solutions of (S). In the next statement the map a may have a singularity at t = 0 so as to cover cases like a(t) = 1/t, for t > 0. 
The previous proposition can be proved with standard arguments for ordinary differential equations. The result below states the decay property of the energy function E defined by (6) E
A global existence result is then derived when the potential function G is bounded from below. The existence of the Lyapounov function E will be a crucial tool for the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of (S). Proof. (a) Equation (7) follows by taking the scalar product of (S) againstẋ(t), and (8) follows by integrating. (b) If G is bounded from below, then equality (7) shows that t → E (t) is decreasing and remains bounded. Estimate (9) is then a consequence of equality (8) , and it also follows that sup t<T E (t) < ∞. Thereforeẋ is uniformly bounded on [0, T). If T < ∞, then the solution x together with its derivative has a limit at t = T and therefore can be continued. Thus the solution x(t) exists for all t andẋ is uniformly bounded by quantities depending on the initial data. (c) Using the coercivity of G and the inequality G(x(t)) ≤ E (t) ≤ E (0), we derive that the map x is uniformly bounded. Then alsoẍ(t) is uniformly bounded due to the differential equation (S) and this bound depends only on the initial data.
(b) If in addition G is bounded from below on H, then
If a does not decrease to 0 too rapidly, then the derivative of any solution of (S) must be arbitrarily small on arbitrarily long time intervals, infinitely often. 
Recalling that
We next show that ifẋ is small on some interval, then g(x(t)) is proportionally small on a slightly shorter interval. This implies that if solutions slow down for a long time interval, they must be near a critical point of G. 
, we have
where L > 0 is a Lipschitz constant of the map g on the set x([T 0 , T 1 ]).
1 Let us recall that the coercivity of G means that
for the same range of t. We then have
By combining Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, we derive the following corollary. |g(x(s))| = 0 .
The proof is immediate and left to the reader.
The last result of this section establishes that, if a solution x to (S) converges toward some x ∈ H, then x is a stationary point of ∇G and moreover the velocitẏ x(t) and the accelerationẍ(t) tend to 0 as t → ∞. Proof. Since x(·) converges, it is uniformly bounded. Due to the inequality E (t) ≤ E (0) for every t ≥ 0,ẋ(·) is also uniformly bounded, and just as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 (c), the mapẍ(·) is uniformly bounded as well by some constant M > 0. Landau's inequality applied to the map t → x(t) − x yields, for every t ≥ 0 sup
By using the assumption lim t→∞ x(t) = x and letting t → ∞ in the above inequality, we derive that lim t→∞ẋ (t) = 0. Since lim t→∞ ∇G(x(t)) = ∇G(x), the differential equation (S) shows that lim t→∞ẍ (t) = −∇G(x). If ∇G(x) = 0, an immediate integration gives the equivalenceẋ(t) ∼ −t ∇G(x) as t → ∞, a contradiction. Thus we conclude that ∇G(x) = 0 and lim t→∞ẍ (t) = 0.
CASE OF A CONVEX-LIKE POTENTIAL. ENERGY ESTIMATES
As in the previous section, (S) is studied on a general Hilbert space H in this section. Throughout, we will assume that the function G satisfies the following condition: there exist z ∈ argmin G and θ ∈ R + such that (10) ∀x ∈ H,
This can be viewed as a generalization of the notion of convexity, and it also generalizes Euler's identity for homogeneous functions. Indeed, if G is convex, then condition (10) is satisfied with θ = 1 for every z ∈ H. Now assume that G is defined by G(x) = (10) is satisfied with θ = 1 p and z = 0 as an equality. 3.1. A result of summability. First we give a result of summability of the function t → E (t) − min G over R, with respect to some measure depending on the map a. This property will imply some convergence results on E provided some weak hypotheses on the function a. 
Proof. Let us define the function
By differentiating, we find:
Sinceȧ(t) ≤ 0, we derive thaṫ
Let us now fix m ∈ 0, 1 θ+1/2 . Recalling thatĖ (t) = −a(t) |ẋ(t)| 2 , we finḋ
Using condition (10) and the fact that m ≤ 1 θ+1/2 , we deduce
Let us integrate the previous inequality on [0, t] . Since E (t) ≥ min G, we obtain
Then, remark that
From the decay of the energy function E , it ensues that t → |ẋ(t)| and t → G(x(t)) are bounded. Since the map G is coercive, we infer that the map t → |x(t)| is bounded. From the expression of h, and the boundedness of t → E (t) and thus of t → |ẋ(t)|, we immediately conclude the existence of M > 0 such that |h(t)| ≤ M for every t ≥ 0. We then derive from (13) that
From (12), we now have that
and we conclude that
Notice that this assumption amounts to saying that the quantity a(t) slowly tends to 0 as t → ∞.
Corollary 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, assume moreover that
Proof. Let us argue by contradiction and assume that lim t→∞ E (t) > min G. This implies the existence of η > 0 such that E (t) − min G ≥ η for every t ≥ 0. We deduce that
This yields a contradiction and we obtain the conclusions that lim t→∞ |ẋ(t)| = 0 and lim t→∞ G(x(t)) = min G.
The next corollary precises the speed of convergence of E toward min G under some assumption on the decay of t → a(t).
Corollary 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, assume moreover that there exists m > 0 such that a(t) ≥ m/t for t large enough. Then
Proof. Since the functions a and E are non increasing and positive, it is immediate that the map t → a(t) (E (t) − min G) is also non increasing. In particular, we obtain
the left member of the above inequality tends to 0 as t → ∞, which implies that lim
3.2. Case of a unique minimum. In view of the previous results, we are able to investigate the question of the convergence of the trajectories in the case of a unique minimum. Studies with several minima are more complicated and will be detailed in section 4 (convex setting), section 5 (non-convex setting) and section 6 (one-dimensional case). (14) ∀x ∈ H,
Proposition 3.2. Let a : R + → R + be a non increasing and differentiable map such that
and that there exists θ ∈ R + such that condition (10) Proof. By applying Corollary 3.1, we obtain lim t→∞ G(
From assumption (14), we deduce that lim t→∞ α(|x(t) − x|) = 0 and we finally conclude that lim t→∞ |x(t) − x| = 0.
If the stringent condition (14) is not satisfied, one can nevertheless obtain a result of weak convergence, as shown by the following statement. Proof. Since G is coercive, the trajectory x is bounded. Hence there exist x ∞ ∈ H and a subsequence (t n ) tending to ∞ such that lim n→∞ x(t n ) = x ∞ weakly in H. Since G is convex and continuous for the strong topology, it is lower semicontinuous for the weak topology. Hence, we have:
On the other hand, by applying Corollary 3.1, we obtain lim t→∞ G(x(t)) = min G. Therefore we deduce that G(x ∞ ) ≤ min G, i.e. x ∞ ∈ argmin G = {x}. Hence x is the unique limit point of the map t → x(t) as t → ∞ for the weak topology. It ensues that lim t→∞ x(t) = x weakly in H.
3.3.
Convergence rate of the energy function E . In this paragraph, we will give lower and upper bounds for the difference E (t) − inf G as t → ∞. We start with the particular case corresponding to G(x) = |x| 2 /2. In this case, the differential equation (S) becomes (15)
The next proposition precises the rate at which solutions converge to 0. Proposition 3.4. Let a : R + → R + be a non increasing map of class C 2 . Assume that lim t→∞ a(t) = lim t→∞ȧ (t) = 0 and that the map t →ä(t) + a(t)ȧ(t) has a constant sign when t → ∞. Let x be a solution of the differential equation (15) . Then there exist constants 0 < k < K < ∞ such that for t large enough (16) ke
Proof. We eliminate the first order term in (15) , then the map y defined by
Then E(t) is non-negative for all sufficiently large t, and the expression of E(t) as a function of x(t),ẋ(t) is given by
Therefore for sufficiently large t
Multiplying equation (17) withẏ(t) results iṅ
Assume now thatä(t) + a(t)ȧ(t) ≤ 0 for t large enough. Since |y(t)| 2 ≤ 2 E(t) for sufficiently large t, we derive that there exists T ≥ 0 such that
(t)ȧ(t)] E(t).
By integrating over [T, t] , we obtain
, we then have
Then estimate (16) follows from (18) and (19). If we assume thatä(t) + a(t)ȧ(t) ≥ 0 for t large enough, the same arguments show that there exist T ′ ≥ 0 and
and we conclude in the same way. 
The result of Proposition 3.4 and Examples 3.1, 3.2 will serve us as a guideline in the sequel. Let us now come back to the case of a general potential G. The next result provides a lower bound for the convergence rate of the energy function E . We stress the fact that there is no convexity assumption on the function G in the next statement. 
Proof. Taking into account the expression of E and the computation ofĖ , we havė
Let us multiply the above inequality by e 2 t 0 a(s) ds , we deduce that:
Formula (20) immediately follows.
The next corollary gives a first result of non-convergence of the trajectories under the condition ∞ 0 a(s) ds < ∞. This hypothesis means that the quantity a(t) fastly tends to 0 as t → ∞. It is not surprising that convergence fails under such a condition, cf. for example the extreme case a ≡ 0. Proof. Let us first remark that the assumption (x 0 ,ẋ 0 ) ∈ argmin G × {0} implies that E (0) > inf G. By taking the limit as t → ∞ in inequality (20) and recalling that
Let us now argue by contradiction and assume that there exists x ∈ H such that lim t→∞ x(t) = x. From Proposition 2.5, we deduce that lim t→∞ẋ (t) = 0 and that ∇G(x) = 0. Since the function G is convex, we infer that x ∈ argmin G. It ensues that lim t→∞ E (t) = min G, which contradicts (21).
The problem of convergence of the trajectories will be considered again in section 4. It will be shown that condition ∞ 0 a(s) ds = ∞ is not sufficient to ensure convergence.
We are now going to majorize the map t → E (t) − inf G as t → ∞ by some suitable quantities depending on the function a. 
Remark 3.1. It is immediate to see that the assumptionsȧ
Proof. We keep the same notations as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, in particular the expression of the map h is given by
Let us multiply inequality (11) 
where the function F : Coming back to inequality (24), an integration by parts yields
Recalling that |h(t)| ≤ M for every t ≥ 0, we infer that
We now distinguish between the cases (i) and (ii), where the assumptions allow to determine the sign ofḞ.
(i) First assume that there exist K 1 > 0 and t 1 ≥ 0 such thatȧ(t) + K 1 a 2 (t) ≤ 0, for every t ≥ t 1 . Let us take m = min 1 θ+1/2 , K 1 throughout the proof of (i). Since m ≤ K 1 , we haveȧ(t) + m a 2 (t) ≤ȧ(t) + K 1 a 2 (t) ≤ 0 for every t ≥ t 1 . It ensues from (25) thatḞ(t) ≤ 0 for every t ≥ t 1 . Hence we derive from (26) that, for every
In view of (24), we deduce that, for every t ≥ t 1 ,
Inequality (22) immediately follows.
(ii) Now assume that there exist
In view of (24), we deduce that, for every t ≥ t 2 ,
We then infer the existence of C 3 > 0 such that
which finally implies that E (t) − min G ≤ C 3 a(t), for every t ≥ t 2 .
Let us now comment on the results given by Proposition 3.6. Assume that G is identically equal to 0. In this case, condition (10) trivially holds with θ = 0. If the map a satisfiesȧ + K 1 a 2 ≤ 0 for some K 1 ≥ 2, Proposition 3.6 (i) shows that
A direct computation shows thatẋ(t) =ẋ 0 e − t 0 a(s) ds , so that the estimate given by Proposition 3.6 (i) is optimal in this case. Now assume that G is given by G(x) = |x| 2 /2 for every x ∈ H. In this case, condition (10) holds with θ = 1/2 and z = 0. Suppose that a(t) = c t+1 for c ∈ (0, 1]. The map a satisfies the inequalityȧ + K 1 a 2 ≤ 0 for every K 1 ∈ (0, 1 c ]. Proposition 3.6 (i) then shows that E (t) ≤ C/(t + 1) c for every t ≥ 0. Example 3.1 allows to check that this estimate is optimal. Suppose now that a(t) = 1 (t+1) α for some α ∈ (0, 1). In this case, the map a satisfies the inequalityȧ + K 2 a 2 ≥ 0 for any K 2 > 0. Proposition 3.6 (ii) then gives the estimate E (t) ≤ D (t+1) α while in fact E (t) ≤ K e −t 1−α /(1−α) by the result of Example 3.2.
CONVERGENCE OF THE TRAJECTORY. CONVEX CASE
Throughout this section, we are going to investigate the question of the convergence of the trajectories associated to (S). A first result in this direction is given by Corollary 3.3, which states that the trajectories of (S) are not convergent under the condition ∞ 0 a(s) ds < ∞ (except for stationary solutions). Let us now consider the particular case G ≡ 0. The differential equation (S) then becomes x(t) + a(t)ẋ(t) = 0 and a double integration immediately shows that its solution is given by:
It ensues that, when
The answer is quite complex and we will start our analysis in the one-dimensional case. 
Proof. Let us assume that (30)
∃t 0 ≥ 0, ∀t ≥ t 0 , x(t) ≥ α and let us prove that this leads to a contradiction. First of all, assertion (30) implies that G ′ (x(t)) ≥ 0 for every t ≥ t 0 , which in view of (S) entails that
Since the map x is bounded, we deduce from Lemma 4.1(i) thatẋ(t) ≥ 0 for every t ≥ t 0 , hence x := lim t→∞ x(t) exists. From Proposition 2.5, we have G ′ (x) = 0, i.e. x ∈ [α, β]. It ensues that x(t) ∈ [α, β] for every t ≥ t 0 . Hence we have G ′ (x(t)) = 0 for every t ≥ t 0 and we infer that
, we derive from Lemma 4.1(ii) that x(t) = x(t 0 ) for every t ≥ t 0 . Thus, it follows by backward uniqueness that we have a stationary solution, which contradicts the assumption (x 0 ,ẋ 0 ) ∈ [α, β] × {0}. Hence, we deduce that assertion (30) is false, so that we can build a sequence (t n ) tending to ∞ such that x(t n ) < α. In a symmetric way, we can construct a sequence (u n ) tending to ∞ such that x(u n ) > β. Recalling that the ω-limit set ω(x 0 ,ẋ 0 ) is connected, we conclude that ω(
We can now wonder if the converse assertion is true: do the trajectories x of (S) converge under the condition ∞ 0 e − s 0 a(u) du ds < ∞? When the coefficient a(t) is constant and positive, the trajectories of the so-called "Heavy Ball with Friction" system are known to be convergent, see for example [5] . The question is more delicate in the case of an asymptotically vanishing map a. We mention below a first positive result when the map a is of the form a(t) = 
Given c, γ > 0, let a : R + → R + be the map defined by a(t) = c (t+1) γ for every t ≥ 0. If γ ∈ (0, 1) or if γ = 1 and c > 1, then for any solution x of (S), lim t→∞ x(t) exists.
We omit the proof of this result since it is rather technical and it will be developped more widely in a future paper.
Multi-dimensional case.
Our purpose now is to extend the result of Proposition 4.1 to the case of a dimension greater than one. The situation is much more complicated since we have to take into account the geometry of the set argmin G.
In the sequel, we will assume that the gradient of G satisfies the following condition:
If G is a convex function of a single variable, i.e. H = R, this condition is satisfied when the set argmin G is not reduced to a singleton. Before stating the main result of non-convergence for the trajectories of (S), let us first recall some basic notions of convex analysis. The polar cone K * of a cone K ⊂ H is defined by
Let S ⊂ H be a closed convex set and let x ∈ S. The normal cone N S (x) and the tangent cone T S (x) are respectively defined by The next lemma brings to light a geometrical property that will be crucial in the proof of the next theorem. 
Proof. (i) Since the function G is convex and since ∇G(x) = 0, we have
Let v ∈ T S (x) and take the vector x equal to x + tv, for some t > 0. Remark that, since v ∈ T S (x), we have x + tv ∈ S and hence ∇G(x + tv) = 0 for every t > 0. From (32), we derive that 
If the cone N S (x) is not reduced to a half-line, the above intersection equals {0}, which contradicts the fact that |d| = 1. Hence the cone N S (x) is equal to a half-line and the above inclusion shows that
Let us define the cone
It is clear that K is a closed convex cone and that ∇G(x) ∈ K for every x ∈ V. On the other hand, since
Therefore, there exists η > 0 such that
Since for every v ∈ −K \ {0}, d,
, we deduce that −K ∩ η B ⊂ S − x, which achieves the proof of property (C x ).
Let us now state the general result of non-convergence for the trajectories of (S) under the condition Proof. For simplicity of notation, let us set S = argmin G. Let us prove the contraposition of the previous statement and assume that there exists x ∈ H such that lim t→∞ x(t) = x. We must prove that in this case x 0 ∈ S,ẋ 0 = 0. From Proposition 2.5, we have ∇G(x) = 0, hence x ∈ S. If x ∈ bd (S), condition (C x ) is satisfied in view of assumption (31) and Lemma 4.2 (ii). On the other hand, if x ∈ int (S) condition (C x ) is trivially satisfied with K = {0}. In both cases, we derive the existence of a closed convex cone K ⊂ H along with η > 0 and t 0 ≥ 0 such that
Let v ∈ −K * and take the scalar product of (S) by the vector v. Since ∇G(x(t)), v ≥ 0 for every t ≥ t 0 , we deduce that
Let us apply Lemma 4.1(i) to the map p defined by p(t) = x(t), v . Since the trajectory x is bounded, we infer that ẋ(t), v ≥ 0 for every t ≥ t 0 . By integrating on the interval [t, ∞[, we find x(t) − x, v ≤ 0 for every t ≥ t 0 . Since this is true for every v ∈ −K * , we derive that x(t) − x ∈ −K * * for every t ≥ t 0 . Recalling that K * * = K for every closed convex cone K, we conclude that x(t) − x ∈ −K for every t ≥ t 0 . On the other hand, since lim t→∞ x(t) = x, there exists t 1 ≥ t 0 such that x(t) − x ∈ η B for every t ≥ t 1 . In view of (33), we infer that x(t) ∈ S for every t ≥ t 1 , so that the differential equation (S) becomes
By arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.1(ii), we deduce that either lim t→∞ |x(t)| = ∞ or x(t) = x(t 1 ) for every t ≥ t 1 . Since the map x converges toward x, the first eventuality does not hold. It follows by backward uniqueness that we have a stationary solution, x(t) = x 0 for all t, which must therefore satisfy (x 0 ,ẋ 0 ) ∈ S × {0}.
THE CASE OF A NON-CONVEX POTENTIAL
In this section, we discuss the case where G is defined on R n and has multiple critical points, but does not necessarily satisfy condition (10) . Instead, we will assume that (a) G has finitely many critical points x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N . (b) G attains different values on them, i.e. we can order them such that
This is the "generic case". We will also use the assumption (c) a : R + → R + is non increasing such that ∞ 0 a(s)ds = ∞ . Our first result shows that in this case, for each solution there exists exactly one critical point that is visited for arbitrarily long times. 
firstly suppose that such a point exists with G(x * * ) = G(x * ). Note that then g(x * * ) = 0. On the other hand, |ẋ(t)| must become arbitrarily small on these same intervals, since lim t→∞ E (t) = G(x * ) = G(x * * ), and therefore also g(x(t)) can be made arbitrarily small on such intervals. But this impossible, since g(x * * ) = 0. Next, suppose that G(x * * ) < G(x * ). In this case, we can find arbitrarily long intervals [S, T] where |x(t) − x * * | is small and therefore G(x(t)) < G(x * ) − δ for some δ > 0. Then |ẋ(t)| 2 ≥ 2δ on these intervals. However, the mapẍ is uniformly bounded on any such interval. By applying Landau's inequality on the interval [S, T],
we obtain a contradiction. Hence no such point x * * exists.
Since lim t→∞ E (t) = G(x * ), the solution x(t) must eventually enter and remain in the connected component of G −1 ((−∞, G(x * ) + ε)) that contains x * , for any ε > 0. If * is a local minimum of G (which is strict by assumption), then the intersection of these neighborhoods of x * is just {x * }; hence lim t→∞ x(t) = x * .
We now give a result that shows that the density of the times t ∈ R + when x(t) is near the critical point x * approaches 1. This is comparable to a result on "convergence in probability". Proof. We first recall estimate (9) which implies (35)
We are now going to show that (36)
We write b(t) = 1 t+1 . Form the scalar product of (S) with b(t)g(x(t)) and integrate over [0, T] , for some T > 0. The result is the identity
Integrating by parts, the first integral on the right hand side becomes
Since G(x(·)) is bounded on [0, ∞) andȧb + aḃ is integrable, this term therefore is bounded. The second integral on the right hand side of the above identity becomes after two integrations by parts
where Dg(x(t)) is the derivative of g at x(t). The first two terms are both bounded due to previous estimates, and Dg(x(t)) ≤ M for all t since the trajectory x(·) is bounded and g = ∇G is Lipschitz, uniformly on bounded sets. Therefore the last integral is bounded in magnitude by
which remains uniformly bounded for all T > 0. This proves (36).
For the remainder of the proof, we assume without loss of generality that T 0 = 0. Let ε > 0, then there exists γ > 0 such that
Indeed, assume that |x(t) − x * | ≥ ε and that |ẋ(t)| < √ 2δ. First we have
The quantity γ is positive since there are no critical points of G in the compact region over which |g(·)| is minimized. Hence assertion (37) is proved. Therefore, we deduce that
By estimates (35) and (36) combined with Lemma 5.1, we derive that
The theorem has been proved.
As a consequence, a Cesaro average of the solution x(·) converges to the critical point x * .
Corollary 5.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 5.1, all solutions of (S) satisfy
Proof. Let x * be the stationary point identified in Theorem 5.1. Given ε > 0 and
where M = sup t≥0 |x(t) − x * | < ∞. The lim sup of the right hand side is no larger than ε, which proves the corollary.
In the same direction, a result of convergence of the ergodic mean has been obtained by Brezis [6] for trajectories associated to semigroups of nonlinear contractions.
Let us now establish a result that was useful in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
It is clearly sufficient to show that for all δ ∈ (0, 1) we can find S > 0 such that lim sup
For this purpose, define ρ = − log(1 − δ), and choose S > 0 large enough such that
Clearly the integral on the right is minimized if A(ε, S, T) = [T − A(ε, S, T) , T],
and therefore
By the choice of ρ, this inequality becomes
We stress the fact that the above proof mainly relies on a variant of Markov's inequality.
The main remaining open question is whether lim t→∞ x(t) exists if a(t) → 0 as t → ∞. There is a unique stationary point of G that is visited for long times. If this point is a local minimum of G, the trajectory will converge to it by Proposition 5.1. If the point is a local maximum, it appears possible to adapt the arguments from the next section to show that again convergence holds. The difficulty is that in more than one dimension, the stationary point that is visited for long times may be a saddle point of G. Then it is possible that the solution visits other regions of R n intermittently for finite amounts of time, infinitely often, spending longer and longer periods of time near the saddle point in between. In one dimension, such a behavior cannot occur, since solutions either get trapped near local minima of G, or if they visit local maxima of G without converging to them, they must leave their neighborhood rapidly.
To end this section, we show that if a(·) is bounded away from 0 (e.g. if a(·) is a positive constant), solutions of (S) always converge. Proof. The assumption a(t) ≥ a 0 > 0 implies that ∞ 0 |ẋ(t)| 2 dt < ∞ and hence lim t→∞ẋ (t) = 0, since the mapẍ is uniformly bounded. From Proposition 2.4, we derive that lim t→∞ g(x(t)) = 0. Since the set of zeroes of g is discrete, this implies that x(t) converges to one of the critical points of G.
THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE
Let us consider the equation (S) in the one-dimensional case. The derivativeẋ changes sign either finitely many times or infinitely many times. In the first case, solutions must have a limit, while the second case can occur either if the solution approaches a limit or if the ω-limit of the trajectory is a non-empty interval. We shall give conditions that exclude this last possibility. Rather, trajectories always have a limit, and moreover solutions oscillate infinitely if and only if this limit is a local minimum of G. We show further that in this case the set of initial conditions for which solutions converge to a local minimum is open and dense.
To describe the behavior of the trajectories more precisely, let us write
and observe thatẇ
Assume that a(t) > 0 for every t ≥ 0 and that the solution x is not stationary. It is obvious thatẇ(t) < 0 for t ≥ 0, except at times t where w(t) = G(x(t)), and these t are precisely those times whereẋ changes sign. The set T = {t ≥ 0 |ẋ(t) = 0} must be discrete. Indeed, if t * is an accumulation point of T , then there exists a sequence (t i ) tending toward t * such thatẋ(t i ) = 0, henceẋ(t * ) = 0. By Rolle's Theorem, there exists also a sequence (u i ) tending toward t * such thatẍ(u i ) = 0, henceẍ(t * ) = 0. Hence we would have the equalityẋ(t * ) =ẍ(t * ) = G ′ (x(t * )) = 0 and thus x would have to be a constant solution, a contradiction. Therefore there exists an increasing sequence (t n ) tending toward ∞ such that T = {t n , n ∈ N}. As T is discrete, w is strictly decreasing, hence lim t→∞ w(t) exists if the function G is bounded from below. If T is finite, i.e. ifẋ changes its sign finitely often, then lim t→∞ x(t) = x * exists since x is eventually monotone and is bounded (provided some coercivity assumption on G). In this case, G ′ (x * ) = 0 by Proposition 2.5. However, without additional assumptions on the maps a and G, the trajectory x(·) needs not converge, as Proposition 4.1 shows.
Before giving the main assumptions of this section, let us recall the definitions of strong convexity and strong concavity. 
It is easy to check that the above property amounts to saying that the map x → G(x) − δ x 2 is convex on ]x * − ε, x * + ε[. This is also equivalent to the fact that the map x → G ′ (x) − 2 δ x is non decreasing on ]x * − ε, x * + ε[. When the function G is of class C 2 , assertion (38) is equivalent to the inequality G ′′ ≥ 2 δ on ]x * − ε, x * + ε[. Let us now introduce the notion of strong concavity. We are now able to set up the framework that will be used throughout this section. The function G : R → R of class C 1 will satisfy the following assumptions, considered as the "generic" case.
(a) G has finitely many critical points
(c) For all k ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the function G is either strongly convex or strongly concave in the neighbourhood of x k .
Property (c) implies that the critical points of G correspond either to local minima or local maxima of G. Moreover, property (c) shows that near local minima x j , G satisfies the inequality G(x) ≥ G(x j ) + δ|x − x j | 2 and near local maxima x k , we
We can now describe the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (S). Proof. We have already observed that if T is finite, then the trajectory must have a limit and this limit is a critical point of G by Proposition 2.5. Let us now show that the limit is a local maximum of G. Arguing by contradiction, let us assume that T is finite, and that the limit is a local minimum of G. Without loss of generality, we may assume that lim t→∞ x(t) = 0 and that x is non-increasing for all sufficiently large times. Let ε > 0 be such that g(ξ) ≥ 2 δξ for ξ ∈]0, ε[ and let T > 0 be such that 0 < x(t) < ε for t > T. As the map a converges to 0, one can choose T to get
Recalling thatȧ(t) ≤ 0 for every t ≥ 0, we obtaing(t, ξ) ≥ δξ, for 0 ≤ ξ ≤ A(t)ε. We derive thatz(t) = −g(t, z(t)) ≤ 0 and z must be concave down. But since the function z(t) = A(t)x(t) is also positive for t > T, it must be increasing for all t > T, implyingz(t) ≤ −δz(t) ≤ −δz(T) for all t > T. This contradicts the fact that z remains positive.
We next consider the case where T is infinite. Without loss of generality, we can assume that x(t 1 ) < x(t 2 ), and sinceẋ changes its sign at each t k , one sees that
for all j ≥ 1. In fact, for all j we have
, which is a contradiction to the fact that w is strictly decreasing.
Consequently, X 1 = lim j→∞ x(t 2j+1 ) and X 2 = lim j→∞ x(t 2j ) both exist, and X 1 ≤ X 2 . We claim that X 1 = X 2 , which will prove that lim t→∞ x(t) = X 1 = X 2 exists. This limit must be a critical point of G, by Proposition 2.5. Since we have found a sequence (x(t k )) k≥0 converging to it with G(x(t k )) > G(X 1 ) = G(X 2 ), the critical point can only be a local minimum, completing the proof of the theorem.
Suppose therefore X 1 < X 2 . Clearly, lim t→∞ w(t) = G(X 1 ) = G(X 2 ) since we haveẋ(t 2i ) =ẋ(t 2i+1 ) = 0. From Proposition 5.1, there exists a critical point x * of G such that lim t→∞ w(t) = G(x * ). Since the trajectory does not converge, we deduce from Proposition 5.1 that x * is not a local minimum of G. Thus in view of assumption (c), x * is a local maximum of G. Since x * is an accumulation point of the trajectory x(.), we have x * ∈ [X 1 , X 2 ]. Observing that the sequence (x(t 2j+1 )) j≥0 converges to X 1 with G(x(t 2j+1 )) > G(X 1 ), the point X 1 cannot be a local maximum of G, hence x * = X 1 . The same argument shows that x * = X 2 , and finally x * ∈ (X 1 , X 2 ). Since G(X 1 ) = G(X 2 ) = G(x * ), X 1 and X 2 cannot be critical points of G in view of assumption (b). Using the fact that w is non-increasing,
We then deduce that G ′ (X 1 ) < 0 and G ′ (X 2 ) > 0. We are now in the situation of Lemma 6.1, with the limit points X 1 and X 2 coinciding respectively with the values defined by (40) and (41). Hence if t i is sufficiently large, then by inequality (43)
with some constant C. By induction then
for a suitable positive constant and for all sufficiently large n, say n ≥ N. These estimates imply
where (42) in Lemma 6.1 was used to estimate the integrals Remark 6.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, for any solution of (S) that converges to a local maximum x * of G, the set of sign changes T = {t 1 , . . . , t K } is finite. It appears plausible that K and t K = max T are bounded in terms of E (0) = G(x(0)) + 1 2 |ẋ(0)| 2 , the potential G, and the function a.
We now show that under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, solutions generically converge to a local minimum of G. Proof. For T > 0, define the map
, where x is the solution of (S) with x(0) = u,ẋ(0) = v. By standard results for ordinary differential equations, see e.g. [13] , F T is a diffeomorphism and has an inverse
Let x be a solution for which lim t→∞ x(t) = x is a local minimum of G, with x(0) = x 0 andẋ(0) = x 1 . We shall find a neighborhood of (x 0 , x 1 ) such that solutions with initial data from this neighborhood have the same limit. There exist an open interval I containing x and δ > 0 such that x is the only minimum of G in I and I is one of the connected components of
By construction this set contains (x(T),ẋ(T)). Any solution y of (S) with data (y(T),ẏ(T)) ∈ O satisfies
Using the definition of δ and I, we conclude that y stays in I for all time greater than T. Since I contains only one critical point of G which is a local minimum, we infer that
, and all trajectories with initial data in F −T (O) also converge to x.
Next let I be the set of initial data in R 2 whose solutions converge to a local maximum of G. We must show that it has empty interior. We first show the following: Claim 6.1. Let x be a solution with initial data (x(0),ẋ(0)) ∈ I and let x * be the limit of x(t) as t → ∞. In any neighborhood U of (x(0),ẋ(0)), there exist (y 0 , y 1 ) such that the corresponding solution y of (S) satisfies y * = lim t→∞ y(t) = x * and G(y * ) < G(x * ).
Let λ = min{G(z)|g(z) = 0, G(z) > G(x * )} be the next smallest critical value of G. Since G is strictly concave near x * , we can find an interval I = [x * − ε, x * + ε] such that g is strictly decreasing on I. Let T ≥ 0 be such that |x(T) − x * | = ε andẋ does not change sign on [T, ∞). After reducing ε, we may assume that w(T) < λ. After replacing x with x * − x and G(ξ) with G(x * − ξ) if necessary, we may also assume that x(T) = x * − ε < x(t) < x * andẋ(t) > 0 for t > T. We claim that there exists a non-empty open interval J containingẋ(T) such that whenever y is a solution of (S) with y(T) = x(T) andẏ(T) ∈ J,ẏ(T) =ẋ(T), then y * = lim t→∞ y(t) = x * and G(y * ) < G(x * ).
Indeed, first assume that there exists a solution y = x with y(T) = x(T) that converges to x * , such thatẏ(t) > 0 for t > T. Then v = x − y satisfies v(t) + a(t)v(t) + g(y(t) + v(t)) − g(y(t)) = 0 as well as v(T) = 0, lim t→∞ v(t) = 0. If v has a positive maximum at some t * > T, thenv(t * ) = 0 andv(t * ) ≤ 0, hence g(y(t * ) + v(t * )) − g(y(t * )) = g(x(t * )) − g(y(t * )) ≥ 0. But we have g(x(t * )) < g(y(t * )) since x * − ε ≤ y(t * ) < x(t * ) ≤ x * and since the map g is decreasing on [x * − ε, x * ], a contradiction. The same argument applies if v(t * * ) is a negative minimum of v. So for any solution y = x of (S) with y(T) = x(T) that converges to x * , the derivativeẏ must have at least one change of sign.
Next let us assume that there is a sequence of solutions y k such that y k (T) = x(T), lim k→∞ẏk (T) =ẋ(T), and lim t→∞ y k (t) = x * for all k. By the previous argument, the derivativesẏ k must all change sign at least once on (T, ∞). That is, for each k there exists some minimal t k > T suchẏ k (t k ) = 0. Then G(y k (t k )) > G(x * ) and hence y k (t k ) > x * + ε. Let T k ∈ (T, t k ) be such that y k (T k ) = x * + ε. By Remark 6.4, especially inequality (48), we see that T k < t k ≤ T + C + C ln(1 + T) for all k ∈ N, for some constant C. By standard results on the continuous dependence of solutions of ordinary differential equations on initial data, we have Recalling that x(t) < x * for every t ≥ T, we have |y k (T k ) − x(T k )| > ε, which contradicts formula (39) applied with S = T + C + C ln(1 + T). The contradiction shows that for some open interval J containingẋ(T), solutions y of (S) with y(T) = x(T) andẏ(T) ∈ J,ẏ(T) =ẋ(T) always have limits y * = x * . By shrinking the interval J if necessary, we can guarantee that G(y * ) < λ and therefore also G(y * ) < G(x * ) for all such solutions. Consider then the set F −T ({x(T)} × J). It contains initial data arbitrarily close to (x(0),ẋ(0)) whose solutions converge to a limit y * with G(y * ) < G(x * ). This proves Claim 6.1.
To complete the proof of the theorem, let n ≥ 0 be the number of local maxima of G. If G has no local maximum, the set I is empty. Let us now assume that n ≥ 1. Let X 0 = (x(0),ẋ(0)) ∈ I and let us denote by x * the limit of the corresponding solution x of (S). Let us fix some ε > 0. From Claim 6.1, there exists Y ∈ I is satisfied for every ε > 0 and every X 0 ∈ I, we conclude that I has empty interior.
Let us finally establish a result that was used several times throughout this section. Consider a coercive function G : R → R of class C 1 satisfying assumptions for t ∈ [t i , τ]. Indeed, choose 0 < c < − max [x(t i ),X 1 ] G ′ . Then G(x) − G(x(t i )) ≤ −c(x − x(t i )) for x ∈ (x(t i ), X 1 ). Now define (47)
T 0 = inf{s ≥ 0 |a(s) 2w(0) − 2 min G ≤ c} .
Sinceẇ(t) = −a(t)|ẋ(t)| 2 and |ẋ(t)| ≤ 2w(0) − 2 min G for every t ≥ 0, the inequalityẇ(t) ≥ −c|ẋ(t)| then holds for all t ≥ T 0 . 
The term under the square root is equivalent to −2(G ′ (x(t i )) + c) (x − x(t i )) as x → x(t i ) and it ensues that the above integral is convergent, due to the choice of c. Therefore, we derive that τ − t i ≤ C 1 for some constant C 1 that depends on G and c. for another constant C 2 . These two estimates imply (44). Note that these two estimates do not use any information about G on [−ε, x(t i+1 )], and they hold also if in fact x(·) is monotone on [t i , ∞) and converges to x * . That is, s = inf{t > t i |x(t) ≥ −ε} ≤ t i + C for some C that depends only on G and a.
Next, let us show (46), employing the same argument that was used to show (44): 2 K (c−1)/2 (t + 1) and have the same asymptotic behavior. This is the typical behavior of solutions of (S) in one dimension near non-degenerate local maxima of G, again in the case a(t) = ct −1 or a(t) = c(t + 1) −1 . The standard reference for results on Bessel functions is [1] .
